
On The Last Night At Mercer...

1. Verb Present Ends In Ing

2. Place In Mercer

3. Food-Plural

4. Food

5. Name For A Group Of Animals

6. Animal-Plural

7. Noun

8. Animal-Plural Same

9. Ca

10. Ca-Same

11. Ca-Two

12. Ca-Three

13. Animal-Plural Same

14. Animal--Plural Second

15. Animal--Plural Second

16. Verb Present Ends In Ing

17. Adjective
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19. Noun

20. Noun

21. Noun
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23. Adjective
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24. Noun Plural

25. Noun Plural

26. Video Game 

27. Animal-Plural



On The Last Night At Mercer...

It was the night before closing in Mercer Court. As the residents all gathered in their rooms frantically

Verb Present ends in ING , the CAs were in the Place in Mercer voraciously snacking on Food-

Plural and Food (as was tradition). Alas for the CAs, it would not be their night. For into the

complex came a Name for a group of animals of Animal-Plural looking for Noun and other

delights. The Animal-Plural same ran inside, and they did make quite a clatter. This is why at 3am in the

morning CA received a call from a frantic resident concerned about the matter. CA CA-same

grabbed some friends, named CA-two and CA-three , and together they went to see who thought

it was a good idea to throw a party the night before closing.

The CAs went upstairs and came across a room. The door was ajar so they had a clear view of the

Animal-Plural same swinging from the ceiling with delight. It turns out that their friends, the

Animal--Plural second , had also decided to stop by. In fact the Animal--Plural second were in the kitchen

Verb Present ends in ING some Adjective Noun . The other creatures ran around the room and

in the center was a Noun made of Noun and a pool filled with Noun . Seeing that

there wasn't much they could do, the CAs called the RD on Call since that's what the purple planner said to do.

As they were all on the phone, the door it sprung open, and all the creatures Verb Past Tense out leaving

behind only the Adjective Noun Plural and Noun Plural they had been using as a Noun

While all this chaos was happening our rad supervisor Kirsten was at home in her bed with dreams of playing

Video Game 



on Nintendo Switch danced through her head Alas the Animal-Plural were heading to Terry Hall next .
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